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**OFFICE OF THE DEAN**
Dean, M-11, #89127
Professor, I-5R, #86092 (.75)
Secretary III, SR-14, #13479

**SERVICE AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS**
Special Educational Opportunities Program

**CONTINUING EDUCATION**
Assoc. Prof., I-4R
#84265*, 50% tol
Secretary II, SR-12
#34214***, 50% tol

**STUDENT SERVICES**
Asst. Dean, M-3
#89144
UH Student Services Spec. I
PO3, #81748
Secretary II
SR-12, #15052

**REFERENCE ROOM SERVICES**
UH Educational Spec. III
PO9, #81747

**BUSINESS AFFAIRS**
Director, M-3
#89145
Secretary II
SR-12, #15347

**AUDIO-VISUAL SERVICES**

---

*Also serves as Director of the International Center for Health Promotion and Disease Prevention

***Also serves as Secretary to the Director of the International Center for Health Promotion and Disease Prevention

---
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